Abstract. Using the general-purpose relativistic atomic structure package (GRASP) based on a fully relativistic multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) method, the transition parameters such as transition rates (probabilities), oscillator strengths, and line strengths for the electric dipole (E1) transitions between low-lying levels are evaluated for doubly ionized krypton, xenon, and radon. Breit interactions for relativistic effects and quantum electrodynamical (QED) contributions besides valence and valence-core correlation effects are taken into account in calculations. We compare the results obtained with the available data in literature and discuss them, when possible.
Introduction
Radiative transition parameters, such as transition probabilities, oscillator strengths and line strengths are fundamental characteristics of excited states of atoms and ions. These data plays an important role in plasma and laser investigations; and astrophysics. To interpret observed spectra, knowledge of accurate transition parameters is necessary [1] .
There are a few electric dipole transition data for Kr III and Xe III; even no data for Rn III in literature. Krypton (Z=36), xenon (Z=54) and radon (Z=86) atoms are among the noble gases.The doubly ionized krypton (Kr III), xenon (Xe III) and radon (Rn III) atoms are isoelectronic with neutral selenium, tellurium and polonium, respectively. These ions have ns 2 np 4 electron ground configuration (n=4, 5, and 6, for Kr III, Xe III, and Rn III, respectively). The ground level for ions is np 4 3 P 2 , and this level is followed by 3 P 1 , Krypton has been detected in the spectra of the interstellar medium and present in many light sources and lasers as the working gas. In addition, the singly and doubly ionized krypton spectral lines are very useful for plasma diagnostical purposes [2] . There are studies, in particular on radiative lifetimes for metastable states and transition parameters for krypton ions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Raineri et al. also reported the weighted oscillator strengths and spectral lines belonging to some transitions and compared multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock relativistic approach [17] . And, Saloman has compiled observed spectral lines of the krypton atom (Kr I-Kr XXXVI) [18] .
In the development of lasers and laser techniques, xenon has always had an important role and is also an important element for light sources and development of lamps because of its rich emission spectrum, and Xe III (Te-like) is interesting for astrophysics as well, for example it was identified in the planetary nebula NGC 7027 [19] . For Xe III, there are some studies including lifetimes and radiative transitions parameters, in particular metastable states [14, 15, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Then
Saloman has compiled the energy levels and observed spectral lines of the xenon atom, in all stages of ionization for which experimental data were available [29] . Radon is a radioactive noble gas element, which is obtained by radioactive disintegration of radium, while all other noble gases are present in atmosphere. Biémont and Quinet presented a theoretical study for Rn III [30] . Pernpointner and co-workers reported double ionization spectra of the noble gas atoms Ne through Rn [31] .
In this work, we report radiative transition parameters such as transition rates (probabilities), oscillator strengths, and line strengths for the electric dipole transitions in doubly ionized krypton (Se-like), xenon (Te-like), and radon (Po-like), using the general-purpose relativistic atomic structure package (GRASP) [32] . This code includes Breit interactions (magnetic interaction between the electrons and retardation effects of the electron-electron interaction) for relativistic effects and quantum electrodynamical (QED) contributions (self-energy and vacuum polarization). These contributions are important in investigations include electronic structure and spectroscopic properties of many electron systems. In addition, we have taken into account the configurations including the excitations from valence and core
Computational details
The general-purpose relativistic atomic structure package, GRASP code [32] is based on a fully relativistic multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF), and uses Thomas-Fermi and Coulomb potential for calculate wavefunctions according to JJ and LS coupling. In the MCDF method [33] an atomic state can be expanded as a linear combination of configuration state functions (CSFs)
where c n is the number of CSFs included in the evaluation of atomic state functions and r C is the mixing coefficient; and is optimized usually on the basis of the many-electron Dirac-Coulomb
Hamiltonian. This method is basic and requires no knowledge of the internal coupling of the CSFs with a given parity P and angular momentum (J, M). The CSFs are the sum of products of single-electron Dirac spinors,
where κ is a quantum number and m κ χ is the spinor spherical harmonic in the LSJ coupling scheme. The P(r) and Q(r) are large and small radial components of one-electron wavefunctions represented on a logarithmic grid. The energy functional is based on the Dirac-Coulomb
Hamiltonian in form
where ( ) V rj is the monopole part of the electron-nucleon interaction. Once initial and final state functions have been calculated, the radiative matrix element for radiative properties computation can be obtained from The transition probabilities for the emission from the upper level to the lower level is given by
where S πk is line strength, Table 1 . We have only presented transition parameters for electric dipole (E1) transitions from low-lying levels to ground-state levels in Table 2 , Table 3 and Table 4 Table 2 , we have presented transition probabilities, logarithmic of weighted oscillator strengths, line strengths and the ratio of velocity and length forms; and compared the logarithmic oscillator strengths with results reported using MCHF approach by Raineri et al. [17] . As seen from the table, there is good agreement between results, in general. In Table 3 and Table 4 , we have given same parameters as in Table 2 except the oscillator strength, F ji, besides logarithmic weighted oscillator strength, Log (F ji ),
values. There are no values on electric dipole transition parameter values for the lines presented in Table 3 and Table 4 for Xe III and Rn III, respectively. In Table 5 In this work, we have only presented the electric dipole transition parameters from high levels to the levels of ground configuration in Table 2, Table 3 , and 
